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SUMMARIES 
The astronomi,cal tables compiled by Muslim astrono- 
mers in the medieval period are based on the sexagesimal 
system, and to facilitate their computations these as- 
tronomers used multiplication tables displaying products 
expressed sexagesimally. In a recent publication these 
tables were described for the first time. The present 
paper points to the existence of more of these tables, 
as well as to tables displaying sexagesimal quotients 
and others for facilitating linear interpolation. 
The following notes are intended to supplement an earlier 
paper [King 19741 describing the multiplication tables in the 
sexagesimal system used by the astronomers and mathematicians 
of medieval Islam. In my first paper I drew attention to various 
medieval Arabic manuscripts, preserved mainly in libraries in 
Europe, which contain tables displaying sexagesimal products 
m xn for m,n= 1, 2, . . . . 60. 
These tables, called in Arabic al-jadwal al-sit&i or jadwal 
al-nisba al-sitt?niya, contain 3600 entries. I also pointed 
to the existence of a more extensive Arabic sexagesimal multi- 
plication table preserved in MS Paris Biblioth&que Nationale 
ar. 2552. This table displays products 
m xn for m = O;l, 0;2, . . . . 59;59, l;O,O 
and n = 1, 2, . . . . 60, 
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and hence contains 216,000 entries. The compilation of such 
an enormous table is as simple as it is tedious, and most medieval 
Muslim astronomers were content to use the smaller variety. 
Since preparing the first paper I have come across a number 
of other multiplication tables in the vast manuscript sources 
available for the further study of medieval Islamic science. 
These are discussed below. 
STANDARD SEXAGESIMAL MULTIPLICATION TABLES 
The earliest dated copy of a standard sexagesimal multiplica- 
tion table with both arguments running from 1 to 60 which has 
come to my attention is preserved in MS Cairo DZr al-Kutub 'rniqat 
64,7 (fols. 79v-94r) copied in 803 Hijra (= 1400-1401). The 
manuscript is of Syrian provenance, and contains a number of 
treatises on the use of different varieties of quadrants. 
Another relatively early dated copy of a sexagesimal multi- 
plication table was copied by the late 15th-century Damascus 
astronomer al-Tlz?ny [Suter 1900, No. 4501. This table, preserved 
in MS Oxford Bodleian Marsh 75, fols. lr-37v, was copied in 890 
Hijra (= 1490-1491). It is entitled jadwal al-nisba al-sit&nl'ya 
fi I-acmZl al-falakiya ila mi'a wa-cishryn, "table of sexagesimal 
ratios for astronomical calculations [with argument] up to one 
hundred and twenty," and displays products 
m X n for m = 1, 2, . . . . 2,0 (= 120) 
and n = 1, 2, . . . . 1,0 (= 60). 
It is followed in the manuscript by al-T&&T's tables of the 
sine, cotangent, and versed sine functions (to base 60), as 
well as of the solar declination (using obliquity 23;35=). The 
purpose of tabulating sexagesimal products up to m = 2,0 was 
to facilitate operations such as the determination of time from 
solar or stellar altitude, which involve the use of the versed 
sine. This function (to base 60) assumes values between 0 and 
2,0. In MS Istanbul Topkapi 7125-A3476,2 (fols. 33v-68r), copied 
in 912 Hijra (= 1506-1507), there is another multiplication 
table, and the argument m, for some reason, runs to 140 (= 2,20). 
In MSS Bombay K. R. Cama Oriental Institute 18, fols. 71v-81r 
and 19, fols. 14v-24r, both copied about 1600, there is a multi- 
plication table in which the argument m runs to 100 (1,40). 
Several other manuscripts preserved in Istanbul and Cairo, 
the largest repositories of medieval Arabic scientific manuscripts, 
contain sexagesimal multiplication tables of the standard kind, 
with both arguments running from 1 to 60. Some examples from 
Istanbul, all of which postdate the two mentioned above, are 
the following: 
MS Bagdatli Vehbi Ef. 887, fols. 21r-36r, 
MS Esat Ef. 3769, fols. 9v-13r, 
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MS Hamidiye 843, fols. 50v-56r, 
MS Nurosmaniye 2904, fols. 47v-53r. 
Other manuscripts containing standard sexagesimal multiplication 
tables preserved in the Egyptian National Library in Cairo are: 
MS Zaklya 740 (15 pp., cop. ca. 1450), 
MS Dar al-Kutub rnzqat 797 (26 fols., cop. ca. 1600) 
and twenty others listed in my forthcoming catalogue of the 
Cairo scientific manuscripts. 
None of these tables has any accompanying instructions of 
consequence. Simple treatises on the use of such tables and 
on sexagesimal arithmetic were compiled by a number of Egyptian 
astronomers in the 15th and 16th centuries. These include Ibn 
al-Majdi, al-WafB'I , Sib: al-Mzridin?, and Ibn Abi 1-Fath al- 
$ifl [Suter 1900, Nos. 432, 437, 445 and 4471. 
Sexagesimal multiplication tables are attested, if rarely, 
in certain treatises on arithmetic and mathematics and also in 
zTjes. Some examples follow. 
Firstly, MS Hyderabad Andra Pradesh State Central Library 
298 (cd. 200 fols., copied cd. 1400) is the only known copy of 
the Zrj of A&nad ibn CAli ibn Ishzq al-TiinisT [Suter 1900, No. 
3561, a work which was compiled in Tunis in the thirteenth 
century and which was widely used in North Africa for the next 
two or three centuries. Amongst the many tables in this precious 
manuscript is a sexagesimal multiplication table of the standard 
kind. 
A Persian zrj prepared after the time of Ulugh Beg (early 
fifteenth century) by an individuai named Malik Mahmiid Karrzmi 
ibn Malik Ahmad KhwansarT [Storey 1958, 106, No. 271 and entitled 
Kanz al-faw?i'id fl' dhikr al-qaw$id contains a sexagesimal multi- 
plication table in the Introduction. I have examined MS Cairo 
Talcat falak f&-is7 6 (375 fols., copied ca. 1700) of this work: 
the table in question occurs on fols. 31r-38v and is of the 
standard 60 x 60 type. 
Some, but not all, copies of a zrj entitled GhZyat itqZn 
al-$arakZt by the seventeenth-century Yemeni astronomer named 
%bd Allah al-Sarh? [Kennedy 1956, No. X212] contain a standard . 
sexagesimal multiplication table. Copies which do contain such 
a table include MS Hyderabad Salar Jung hay'a 29 and an unnumbered 
manuscript in the Grand Mosque Library in Sanaa. 
Another sexagesimal multiplication table is contained in an 
extensive treatise on arithmetic entitled =lJyiin al-hisZb by 
Muhammad Bhqir ibn Zayn al-%bid?n Yazdl [Brockelmann 1943, SII, 
591 and 1024, No. 721, who lived in Iran around the year 1640. I 
have examined MS Cairo Dar al-Kutub riyZda 822 of this work, 
copied ca. 1650; several other copies survive in other libraries. 
The table, which occurs on fol. 48~ of the Cairo manuscript, 
displays sexagesimal products m x n for 
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In = 1, 2, .-., 10, 20, . . . . 50 
and n = 1, 2, . . . . 60. 
Another table, on fol. 5Ov, displays the powers of sexagesimal 
products. 
MS Cairo Dar al-Kutub K 7584,l (fols. lr-81r, copied 1841) 
is a fragment, without title or author's name, of a treatise 
on sexagesimal arithmetic and spherical astronomy. The work 
was compiled in Sfax in Tunisia, as far as can be judged from 
the spherical astronomical tables. Furthermore, it postdates 
Ulugh Beg because the author uses the latter's value of the 
obliquity. There is a sexagesimal multiplication table of the 
standard 60 x 60 kind on fols. 16v-20x of the Cairo manuscript. 
Tables displaying only products for m ( n in a table of 
triangular form [see King 1974, 319 and note 41 are attested 
thus far only in Indian Islamic sources. A new example is MS 
Bombay K. R. Cama Oriental Institute 46 of a simplified version 
of the Zzj-i-Muhammad Shah; of Maharaja Jai Singh [Storey 1958, 
No. 1441, where such a table is found on fols. 237v-238r. There 
is no such table in Jai Singh's original z?j. 
As noted in [King 19741 the earliest reference to a sexagesimal 
multiplication table in the Arabic sources is in a treatise on 
arithmetic by KijshyZr ibn LabbBn (fl. Iran, ca. 1000). Also, 
MS Florence Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana 238 (Assemani CCCIX) 
contains a highly sophisticated treatment of sexagesimal arith- 
metic (Arabic, his;lb al-munajjimrn, "the arithmetic of the as- 
tronomers") compiled by the scholar al-Samaw'al ibn YahiidZ al- 
Maghrib? (fl. Iraq and Persia, ca. 1150; see [Suter 1900, No. 
3021). The treatise preserved in Florence deals with such 
topics as taking the square roots of sexagesimal numbers using 
a sexagesimal multiplication table. Thus, although most extant 
Islamic sexagesimal multiplication tables are of Egyptian, Syrian, 
or Turkish provenance and date from the 15th century or there- 
after, I think it is reasonable to assume that such tables were 
also standard equipment of the Muslim astronomers in earlier 
centuries. For this reason alone, it is hardly surprising that 
no multiplication tables predating the 15th century have survived. 
Another reason is provided in an 11th century Persian astrolog- 
ical compendium, Rawdat al-munajjimln, by Mardanshah ibn Abi 
1-Khayr RBzz [Storey 1958, No. 811. In the first bZb (chapter) 
of the eighth maqzla (treatise) of his work Mardanshah writes 
(MS Cairo Talcat falak fzrisl' 11, copied ca. 1300, fol. 58~): 
In order to facilitate this operation, a table 
has been made, known as the sexagesimal table (jadwal- 
i-sittlnl), for performing multiplication and division. 
We put it on one separate piece ~( juz ') [of paper] in 
this work so that at any place where it is needed it 
may be placed before the eyes. It is not to be numbered 
among the pages. 
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(This passage was located and translated by my colleague Dr. 
E. S. Kennedy.) 
LARGE SEXAGESIMAL MULTIPLICATION TABLES 
As noted in [King 19741, MS Paris Bibliothsque Nationale ar. 
2552 (182 fols., copied ca.1600) contains a sexagesimal multi- 
plication table displaying products m x n to three sexagesimal 
digits for m = O;l, 0;2, . . . . 0;59, l;O, and n = 1, 2, . . . . 
60. This manuscript is probably of Turkish origin, and was owned 
by Ahmad MuCayyid (?), and SulaymZn Durrz, a muwaqqit (timekeeper) 
at the Mosque of'sultan Muhammad IWin (in Istanbul) about 1725. 
Two other tables of this kind have been located. They appear to 
be independently calculated, although I have not investigated the 
incidence of errors. 
MS Cairo Taymiir riy&ia 119 contains a multiplication table 
of the same kind as the one contained in the Paris manuscript. 
This Cairo manuscript, which dates from about 1500, comprises 
600 pages of tables, each containing 180 products, representing 
only one-half of the whole set because the horizontal argument 
runs only to 29;59. The work is entitled KitZb al-nisba al- 
sitthzya al-kubrZi, which means "large sexagesimal table," and 
is attributed to Yiisuf ibn QarqmZs al-yamzZwI, also known as 
Am& al+jj al-@alab?. al-yamzZwz lived about 1475 and is 
known from his other treatises on sundials and astrology. (A 
work of his of particular interest and importance is an astro- 
logical history of political events in Aleppo about 1475, pre- 
served in MS Cairo DZr al-Kutub MusfafZ FZdil miqZt 13,3.) At 
the end of the multiplication table there are some tables of 
proportional parts of the principal trigonometric ratios (to 
base R = 60; thus Sin x = R sin x, etc; cf. Kennedy 1956, 139- 
140) of the obliquity of the ecliptic,~ , that is, 
f(n) = E l z (n = 1, 2, . . . . R) 
where 
z = Sin E, cos E, Tan s, and Cot e . 
The underlying values of Sins , etc., are related to those in 
the trigonometric tables of Ulugh Beg, compiled in 15th-century 
Samarqand [see Kennedy 1956, No. 121, but the parameter used 
for E is the common Islamic one, 23;35', rather than Ulugh Beg's 
value 23;30,17O. These values are 
Sin 23;35' = 24;0,17,48,38,0, 
Cos 23;35O = 54;59,,19,29,45,0, 
Tan 23;35“ = 26;11,33,15,51,49, 
Cot 23'35' = 2,17;26,36,44,30,37,51,5,12,46(!), 
each of which is correct as far as the fourth sexagesimal 
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fractional digit. (Such tables of the trigonometric ratios of 
E are attested already in lOth-century Islamic sources--see, 
for example, [Kennedy 1956, 145b]--and are of limited use in 
certain calculations of spherical astronomy.) 
MS Cairo Dar al-Kutub K 3992 (120 fols., copied ca. 1750) 
contains another incomplete sexagesimal multiplication table 
of the larger variety with entries for m = O;l, 0;2, . . . . 48;0 
and n = 1, 2, . . . . 60. The table is entitled Kitzb al-Nisba 
al-sitt?n?ya mahliila daqzqa daq?qa, "Table of the sexagesimal 
ratio computed for each minute," and is attributed to MahmEd 
Efend? JamliyZn who lived in Cairo in the mid-eighteenth century 
and had a substaAtia1 library of astronomical manuscripts. 
In MS Jaipur Maharaja Sawai Mansingh II Museum Library 14 
of the Zzj-i-Shahjahsnl' of FarTd al-Din al-Dihlawi, a work pre- 
pared in Delhi ca. 1630 IStorey 1958, No. 1331, there is an in- 
complete sexagesimal multiplication table (fols. 299v-313v) in 
which the argument m runs up to 7;15 (n = 1, 2, . . . . 60). Other 
manuscripts of this zTj which I have examined, such as MS Jaipur 
12, do not contain such a sexagesimal multiplication table. 
SEXAGESIMAL QUOTIENT TABLES 
MSS Istanbul Aya Sofia 2698, Cairo DZr al-Kutub m?qFit fzrisi 
M 8,1, and Istanbul Beyazit Umumi 4645 are three copies of anano 
nymous set of tables of sexagesimal quotients. The first manu- 
script is incorrectly entitled Jadawil fi I-miqzt, "tables for 
timekeeping"; the second and third bear the more accurate title, 
Kitsb al-mi'a wa-1-cishr& Calz farzq jadwal al-sit&?, "one 
hundred and twenty tables after the model of the sexagesimal 
multiplication table." The main tables in both sources display 
the quotients m/n (called &Ggil-i-qisma) to five significant 
sexagesimal digits for each integral value of both arguments 
from 1 to 120. The corresponding products m x n (called @il- 
i-Garb) are also given. The Aya Sofia and Cairo manuscripts 
have a brief introduction in Persian and are beautifully copied; 
the tables are framed in gold ink. The Beyazit manuscript is 
less ornate and contains no introduction. All three sources 
are anonymous, but the Cairo manuscript dates from about the 
year 1300. 
TABLES FOR LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
Two relatively late Syrian sources contain multiplication 
tables specifically intended to facilitate linear interpolation 
Plate 1: An extract from the sexagesimal quotient tables in MS 
Cairo DZr al-Kutub ml'qat fzrisl' 8,1, fols. 23v-24r. The extract 
shows quotients m/n for m = 31 and 32, and n = 1,2, . . . . 120. 
Reproduced by courtesy of the Egyptian National Library. 
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(Arabic, al-taCdzl bayn al-satrayn: literally, "correction be- 
tween the two lines"). The first of these is contained in MS 
Damascus Fahiriya 7387 of the Z?j (astronomical handbook) of 
'Abd al-Ral$m ibn 'Abd al-Kar?m al-Qazw?nT al-CAjamT, an astrono 
mer associated with the Umayjrad Mosque in Damascus about the 
year 1600, who made various minor modifications to the Zij of 
his illustrious predecessor Ibn al-ShFitir. The table in al- 
Qazw%'s Z?j which concerns the present study is found on fols. 
69r-70r of the +'ahirIya manuscript and consists of six subtables 
entitled jadZwi1 taCdzl ma bayn al-satrayn yu'khadh bi-l-tafFidu1 
wa-bi-l-kasr, "tables for linear interpolation, found from thi 
first difference (between the two consecutive entries) and the 
fraction (of the argument interval for which the value is re- 
quired)." The function displayed in the subtables is 
f (m,n) 
m 
=nX= 
for arguments 
m = 1, 2, . . . . 5, 10, 20, . . . . 50 
and 
n = O;O, O;l, 0;2, . . . . 0;5, O;lO, 0;15, . . . . 
0;55, l;O, l;l, 1;2, . . . . 1;5, l;lO, 1;15, 
. . . . . . , 11;55. 
The argument n is labelled al-tafZ+l, "first difference," and 
the values f(m,n) are labelled qZf ya', which is an abbreviation 
for daqz'iq thaw.ZnI, "minutes and seconds." All the numbers 
are expressed sexagesimally in abjad notation. 
The second Syrian interpolation table is contained in MS 
Damascus Z"hirIya 7976 of the Zrj of Muhammad ibn CAbd al-Rahfm 
al-Mukhallalatz, who died in 1792. His Zi): is likewise based 
on that of Ibn al-Shafir and includes extensive double-argument 
planetary equation tables. The tables which concern the present 
study are found on pp. 48-68 of the Tahirzya manuscript and 
are entitled jadwal taCdil fad1 ma bayn al-safrayn wa-tacdll mZ 
bayn al-tafZ@Zayn, literally, "table for correcting the dif- 
ference between the two lines and the difference between the 
two first differences." The function tabulated is 
f(m,n) = n X m 
for the argument domains 
m = 1, 2, . . . . 59 and n = O,l, 0,2, . . . . 12,0. 
All numbers are expressed in abjad notation. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
MS Istanbul Hafid Ef. 181, fol. 104v, contains a table en- 
titled Jadwal sit&i li-bast al-kawakib la@f, which means 
"nice sexagesimal multiplication table for finding the mean 
motions of the planets." Sexagesimal products m x n are given 
for the domains 
m = 1, 2, . . . . 120 and n = 5, 9, 10. 
The table occurs at the end of a redaction of the mid-13th- 
century Persian astronomical handbook al-Zij al-?lkh&, pre- 
pared by the 16th century Syrian astronomer Ahmad ibn IbrZh?m 
ibn Khalil al-Halab: [see Kennedy 1956, No. 6; Suter 1900, No. 
4341. I fail to see the advantage to be gained from using a 
table of this kind to calculate planetary mean motions. 
MS Milan Ambrosiana C49 inf., fol. 104r, contains a small 
multiplication table displaying products m x n for each integral 
value of both arguments from 1 to 10. The table occurs at the 
end of a simple treatise onarithmetic by Ibn Fall%, who worked 
in Mecca in the early 13th century [see Suter 1900, No. 3591. The 
products are expressed decimally in the Arabic abjad nota- 
tion: thus, for example, the entry for 9 X 9 is fZ' alif, re- 
presenting 80 and 1, i.e., 81. In the arithmetic of the early 
14th-century scholar Ibn al-BannZ' of Marrakesh [Suter 1900, 
No. 399; cf. Souissi 1969, 56-621 there are some notes on the 
use of a simple multiplication table of this kind; no table 
is presented in the text, and the products quoted as examples 
are written out in words. 
MS Istanbul Esat Ef. 1976, fol. 19r, contains a similar 
multiplication table in which the products are expressed deci- 
mally in the Arabic abjad notation: thus, for example, the entry 
for 9 X 9 is ,?$i' alif representing 8 and 1, i.e., 81. There 
is also a table of reciprocals l/n for each integral value of 
n from 1 to 60, with values expressed as four-figure decimals 
in abjad notation. These two tables occur amidst various other 
tables due to the 16th-century Ottoman astonomer Taql al-Din 
[Suter 1900, No. 4711, preceding a complete copy of his astrono- 
mical handbook for Istanbul, entitled JarJdat al-durar wa-kharfdat 
al-fikar. In this work the entries in the trigonometric and 
certain spherical astronomical tables are expressed decimally: 
these are the earliest examples of Islamic trigonometric tables 
in the decimal system. The base for Taqi l-DIn's trigonometric 
functions is 10 rather than 1, and the names of the units are 
those of Islamic sexagesimal arithmetic. Thus for Sin 30" (the 
capital notation indicates that the base is 10, i.e., Sin x = 
10 sin x), the entry is 5000, and the abbreviations at the head 
ofthe columns of entries are j (for daraj, "degrees"), q (for 
daqa'iq, "minutes"), yt (for thZniya(t), "one second"), lth 
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(for thawxlith, "thirds"). Likewise, the entry for Tan 45' is 
10000, and the columns are labelled C (for marfiic, "first power, 
literally "raised"), j (for daraj), etc. 
Plate 2 shows the sine table from Taqi l-Din's Zij, taken 
from a manuscript of the work preserved in Cairo. 
In MS Cairo DBr al-Kutub m?qZt 900,l (fols. 3v-5r, copied 
,ca. 1785),.preceding a copy of Taqi l-D&Is Z?j, there is a set 
of decimal multiplication tables written in abjad notation dis- 
playing products, 
x x n (n = 1, 2, . . . . lo), 
for x = sin $M, cos $M, sin 41, cos $1, sin s , cos & , tan s , 
cot E, tan $1, cot $,, sin $M, cos $M' and four other 
functions relating to timekeeping; $M and oI are the latitudes 
of Mecca and Istanbul and E is the obliquity. Such tables are 
of (very) limited use in timekeeping calculations and in deter- 
mining the qibla (direction of Mecca) at Istanbul. They are 
preceded by a decimal multiplication table displaying products 
m X n for m,n = 1, 2, . . . . 10. The products are written in 
abjad notation so that, for example, 81 is represented by $5' 
alif, that is, 8 followed by 1. 
MS Aleppo Awqaf 965, which was copied in Aleppo about 1800, 
contains a table entitled jadwal hall al-darajst, literally 
"table for solving degrees," and displays the function 
f hn) = 60 X m + n, 
m = 1, 2, . . . . 60 and n = 1, 2, . . . . 60. 
The entries are written decimally in modern Arabic numerical 
notation, and the table can be used to find, for example, the 
number of minutes corresponding to a sexagesimal number m;n. 
MS Princeton Yahuda 353 of the corpus of tables for time- 
keeping prepared for the latitude of Istanbul in the mid-18th 
century by SFilih Efendz contains an additional table that is 
not found in any of the other known copies of the corpus. The 
table displays values to three sexagesimal digits of the func- 
tion 
f(x,y) = % 
for the domains 
x = 10, 10;30, . . . . 25;30, y = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10. 
The purpose of tabulating this function is not stated. However, 
the same table occurs in MS Istanbul Kandilli Observatory 370 
Plate 2: The sine table in the Zlj of Taqi l-Din, in which 
values are given to base 10 decimally for each degree of argu- 
ment. This extract is taken from MS Cairo TalCat mFqFit 76, fols. 
3r-4r, by courtesy of the Egyptian National-Library. 
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with a note that it was prepared by the astronomer Shukry Zade 
to supplement SXih EfendI's tables of coordinates for construct 
ing sundials. 
A treatise in three maqZ1a.s on arithmetic, algebra, and 
surveying by CAbd al-Majid al-SBmtilI, apparently compiled in 
Mecca about 1600, contains a small decimal multiplication table 
displaying products m x n for m,n = 1, 2, . . . . 9, written in 
Arabic numerical notation and expressed decimally. I have 
examined MS Cairo Taymur riyada 314 (117 pp., copied ca. 1800) 
of the first half of this treatise, in which the table occurs 
on p. 7. 
MS Cairo Taymiir riy@a 321,2 (fols. 2v-6r, copied ea. 1800) 
contains a table, with neither title nor accompanying text, 
which displays the decimal products 
44 X n (n = 1, 2, . . . . lOOO), 
written in Arabic numerical notation. I have no idea what the 
purpose of this table might be. 
MS Cairo Dar al-Kutub miqst 770,2 (fol. 7r, cop. ca. 1750) 
contains a table entitled jadwal al-tacdzl al-asghar, "table 
of the smallest equation," displaying the sexagesimal products 
0;17,24 x n (n = 1, 2, . . . . 60) 
to three digits. The table is unrelated to the other works in 
the manuscript, and its purpose eludes me. 
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